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Experiments
I From cmu Multi-pie, we randomly choose 1225 images as training images, 734 images as testing

Shape Model

images, and 491 images as validation images.

I To evaluate the generalisation of the proposed approach, we train a model on the cmu Multi-pie
and test on the xm2vts, BioID, and lfpw datasets.
I We evaluate performance by computing the mean Euclidean distance for 17 estimated landmarks. This is

Proposed

I Given a face detection, facial feature detection involves localizing facial landmarks.
I Constrained Local Models (clms) [4] are popular for facial feature detection as they are efficient.
I In this paper,inspired by the use of structured output support vector machines (so-svm) to learn
pictorial structures in the object detection task, we propose adapting so-svm to learn the clm
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then normalized with respect the Euclidean distance between eye centers in ground truth to render the
mean invariant to scale [5].

appearance model parameters.

I Because the optimisation for clm is not exact we explore approximate so-svm, interestingly we

Interdependent appearance model

find that, although we lose the theoretical guarantees that approximate learning works well in practise.

Figure: Approximate structured output learning for constrained local model.

Contribution
I We train the popular clm approach by introducing approximate structured output optimisation to
jointly learn the local appearance models.

I We learn the clm shape model using pdm [1].
I We learn the clm appearance model with approximate structured svm:
1 First initialise the clm appearance model weights by applying a set of independent linear svms,

I We approximate our clm appearance model with a binary encoding scheme, which allows us to

one for each facial landmark.
2 Given a set of true input-output pairs, find the nearest negative samples by employing

efficiently compute response maps with dot-product calculations, when using binary feature descriptors

inference, we call these hard negatives.
3 Given a set of true input-output pairs and the hard negatives, update the
weights with online

popular ipad2 tablet, when integrated into a tracking-learning-detection (TLD) [3] system.

clm appearance model

so-svm [2].

I In step 2, the clm search for hard negative is not guaranteed to find a global optimal, which is why we
Inference for Constrained Local Models

refer to our method as approximate structured learning.

dot product between them and our facial feature classifier.

I Find the set of facial landmarks that best fit both the clm appearance and shape models.

Model Binary Approximation
I Following [2], we give an extra boost in speed by
choosing to use a binary appearance features such
as

brief, and a binary approximation of our

learnt appearance model parameters, as shown in
the figure.
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I Performances and generalisation properties of our approach are comparable to the state-of-the-art [7].
I Our approach is more efficient at run-time compared to other approaches.
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Figure: ipad2 Demo. This figure shows our so-clm running on an ipad2 low power device.
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I Our approach runs in real-time on low-power devices such as the popular ipad2 tablet, and smart phones.
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I Apply a face detector [6] and then set the coordinates of the facial feature landmarks to the mean face of
the clm shape model.
I Generate a response map for each landmark by extracting the feature descriptors, and then computing a

BioID
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I We demonstrate that our facial feature detector runs in real-time on low-power mobile device such as the

XM2VTS

1
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such as

clm

I We also develop a facial feature tracking system using the Tracking-Learning-Detection [3] scheme.
I TLD is a highly efficient method that meets our real-time requirements.
I TLD is dynamic, which means that we can increase accuracy over deploying our pre-learned model.
I We use the online so-svm [2] to perform appearance model updates.
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